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The BWB Texts Collection
Access the complete
BWB Texts series
anywhere, anytime
and on any device.

The online home for
the acclaimed series
of ‘short books on big
subjects from great
New Zealand writers’!

‘BWB Texts supply a forum for our best writers to contribute not as
practitioners of their especial genre, but as citizens, voicing a point of
view about life in this country at this point in its history.’ Fiona Farrell

http://bwbtextscollection.bwb.co.nz
collections@bwb.co.nz
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Introducing the Collection
The BWB Texts Collection provides complete

Accessed via any modern web browser, the

online access to this acclaimed series of short

Collection provides subscribers with easy and

books on big New Zealand subjects. Packed full

uninhibited access to a rich range of New Zealand

of fresh thinking, ideas and critical analysis, the

knowledge. New BWB Texts are added regularly

Collection’s authors include Shamubeel Eaqub,

with over a dozen new works published annually.

Rebecca Macfie, Morgan Godfery, Shaun Hendy,

The BWB Texts Collection is a landmark digital

Veronika Meduna, Max Rashbrooke, Nicola Gaston,

resource for the future of reading, writing and

Kirsty Gunn and many more.

thinking about New Zealand.

Key features
»» New Zealand’s freshest thinking:

»» Flexible and fast: Optimised for mobile

BWB operates a commissioning team

devices – reflecting the needs of today’s

dedicated to the series, working closely

students and researchers – and viewable

with authors on incisive and timely new

instantly using any modern web browser.

writing. Each BWB Text provides a high-

Subscribers are given uninhibited

quality and accessible introduction to a

access with no proprietary or complex

different aspect of New Zealand life.

technology getting in the way.

»» High-profile and popular: BWB Texts are

»» A fast-growing resource: New BWB

regularly in the headlines and the series

Texts are published every few months,

enjoys a strong following. Texts are read

with at least a dozen new books added

in schools, government departments,

to the Collection each year. Regular

think tanks, universities, at home, on the

events and media coverage of new Texts

move and more – people love this short,

will continue to make this a sought-after

snappy format!

digital resource.
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